The University of Toledo Police Department received a report of a physical altercation on the Main Campus which occurred at the smoking hut near the Academic House on Saturday, September 07th 2013, at 12:30 am. UT Police are attempting to identify two possible suspects.

At the time of the incident, the victim and a friend shared a smoking hut shelter with two unknown individuals who identified themselves as “Devon” and “Jason.” The suspect identifying himself as “Devon” punched the victim in the face and after a short skirmish, the suspects ran off. A shirt and hat belonging to the suspect were left at the scene. No serious injuries were reported. The suspects are described as follows (NOTE: Names may possibly be aliases provided by suspects):

“Devon” – Black Male (dark complexion) – HT: 5’11” – WT: 170 lbs. (stocky) – HR: Short buzz cut; wearing a diamond ear gold chain, baggy clothes (red and black in color); black pants; black and red shoes; black and red T-shirt with writing “Everything Mone” with an image of a black male; and a black and red baseball ball cap with the words “Haters Gonna Hate.” [SEE: Images of suspect’s clothing that was pulled off of the suspect during the struggle]

“Jason” – Black Male (lighter complexion) – HT: 6‘3” – WT: 160 lbs. – HR: Unknown with facial hair and moustache/goatee on chin (described as looking similar to ‘Rapper T.I’); wearing black baggy pants; and tattoos on both arms/sleeve style (right: possibly a cross / left: unknown image).

The suspects may have retreated to a dark colored sedan, possibly a Nissan. If you have any information about this incident, please contact UTPD at (419)530.2601.

Remember you may also report anonymously to UTPD at police.utoledo.edu and/or text a crime tip to UTPD by texting 69050 keyword: utpd.
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HATERS GONNA HATE
EVERYTHING MONE